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Open Brief / Open Letter

to

- Heather Mills in NLF -

9 august 2008

Heather,

I'm going to give you a course 'powerful intuition' online.
Whether you like it or not, I don't care.

I did not ask you to become part of NLF, because I assumed that you need more time to get over your 
divorce than Dr. Sir. Paul mcCartney does. 
He has history & institute loaded with connextions to fall back on.  Besides he is a man....  
Your platform is smaller, wilder ...and not anchored.... Single woman.
Believe me, porno or not in your history is irrelevant.  NLF is a new thinking- & behavioralpattern against 
Drink, Drug, Porno & War, based on solid legal constructions needed for a 1-persons-toko. 
When you 'don't need porno anymore', you're welcome.   
O...,  even a poor NL-wellfare-mother is confronted with porno after a divorce = men only want to date in 
the weekend when kids are with their father, so they can have sex. DROP DEATH.
Something else that matters is:'I think you have psychoses; need a psychiatrist, new diet...and 
somebody to restrain your bubbles in daily life'. This message is not new to you.
I don't know what Paul has told you about NLF. He has to come forward with his plans.

Why do I address you today from  my site?
I assume you do understand 'that times have changed now the UN wants the Int. Criminal Court to be a 
assassination-centre where some dictators are brought to trail, others are killed...Thanks to ICC some 
dictators can always stay in their powerful position'. Psychoses. NO law. MORE WAR.

You work with NGOs, EU & UN and you will be confronted with the results of my ICC-case. Good or bad.
I'm not convinced that you will be clear-minded enough to take all the new psychoses from new wars in. 
I expect you will be overloaded, very soon.
From here I can't analyze what is true or false in articles. 
But when you say:'I am going to commit suïcide', I believe you.
I don't want you to kill yourself. The main reason is:
'You never know if you die or become disabled. You can't sell this to your daughter'.   
I tried to kill myself when I was 17. Nobody understood 'how I could survive it'. Well...some sadistic GOD 
must have thought about 'a good job for me, to grow in EQ with. ICC'. Hate that GOD. 

Heather,  my mother was/is psychotic. She brainwashed me, tried to kill me. I survived because I was 
predestined for a task. Psychotherapy when I was 18 - and I had left home -, plus  psychotherapy when I 
wanted a divorce but my husband turned out to be 'ill'. Oei, oei, oei... 
I'm a good educator now = that last therapist gave me 'needs of therapists & counselors'. Hard life!

Comprehend fantasy- & lifebubbles, from here into the Galaxy.

You Heather, behave like a little girl with too much fantasy that needs to be tested for learning-difficulties 
with the schoolpsychologist.   Nobody has ever taught  you 'how to build walls between your 
fantasybubbles.... and how to transform effective fantasy into lifebubbles'. 
There's too much on your mind. Can't sort it out  sets of lines. You have no overview on all your bubbles. 
Therefore fantasy & life become a movie.  Too impressive.
Now you have lost controle over 'good fantasy, bad fantasy; good life and bad life'.
In bubble 1 your life is oké; in bubble 2 your want to kill yourself.
You have not learned to search for words, needed to categorize bubbles.
When you can't cope, you become agressive.
The next phase is, that you are going to neglect yourself.  You are beauty-freak, so it will take a while 
before people can see it on your face... In that situation your need  for suïcide becomes stronger. 
Or,  you cause an accident of kill somebody, without even realizing it. 

Look..., when you are not suïcidal and you have memories of 'a happy divorce'... you can forget this 
letter.  Than I'm wrong.  At least I did follow my intuïtion.
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Paul never understood your bubbles. I already dicovered his! 
Plus the  whole World thinks of him as a Saint... He's NO Saint. 
He is an EQ-coward, waiting for ALL his Goddesses to do his  jobs on Earth.
Wants me to do all his NLF-work, cause  he can't do the hard-task needed for NLF. 
I think, I have met that kind of man before. He may become  an English father to my 50% Robot-son. 
That will teach him!

Oké, time to restrain you woman.
When you feel the need, you may write me an Open letter form your website too.
For your personal security,  I want you to categorize your bubbles.    You don't have to talk about it!
After that, you decide which bubble you need in relationship with NGOs, ICC, media...etc...

Ach... 
The best thing ever can happen to you is 'to become a NL/EN wellfare-mother with an ICC- lawcase '.
Pay your bills in time. Another security-measure.  Mind my words.  
Write correct leters when you need something new...
Anchor your body on Earth, let the bubbles flow. 

You don't want to do this?
The Devil will hit you on his track, over and over again.

In general, I live on the track of Gods & Goddesses. 
Break my brain when I become too naïve in Love, on the Devils'track.
No Gods & Goddesses tease me.
From the second I assume I'm being stocked in the Devils'magazine, they give me a Galaxy.
 

Good luck,
desiree stokkel 
donkerelaan 39 
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland      
+31 23 5279457
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